Island putting greens are indeed a beautiful, yet intimidating, sight to behold with some very unique shapes and features. They’re also meant to challenge golfers. Once a player has carried the water hazard and landed on the green, he should be rewarded for his efforts. That’s why, in most cases, the putting surface is one of the ‘Penn Pals’... icing on the cake, so to speak.

We haven’t seen the last of island greens. Now that one floats, what’s next? Whatever the configuration, your Tee-2-Green distributor has the ideal creeping bentgrass for each application: Penncross... the world standard for putting greens since 1955. Penneagle... the salt tolerant grass for greens and fairways, plus PennLinks, the new choice for greens around the world.

And now, the exciting next generation of low mowing creeping bentgrasses... PENN A-1, PENN A-2, PENN A-4, PENN G-1, PENN G-2 and PENN G-6 will add a new dimension to green performance.

So, even when a player’s short irons are erratic, and his putting’s unpredictable, he can always count on the quality and consistency of ‘Penn Pals’ greens as he tours the islands.
LOAD EVERYTHING...
TOPDRESSERS, UTILITY
VEHICLES, SPREADERS
NO LABOR, NO TRAVEL,
NO WASTE

TOPDRESSING MIXES, SAND,
COMPOST, LIME, AND GYPSUM
15' TO 40' WIDE,
UP TO 1/4" DEPTH
* FERTILIZER NOT RECOMMENDED
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YOU CAN MOVE MOUNTAINS...

FILL EVERYTHING...
TRAPS & BUNKERS,
DRAINAGE DITCH
PERFECT FOR CONSTRUCTION
AND RENOVATION JOBS

SPREAD EVERYTHING...
TOPDRESSING MIXES, SAND,
COMPOST, LIME, AND GYPSUM
15' TO 40' WIDE,
UP TO 1/4" DEPTH
* FERTILIZER NOT RECOMMENDED

MOVE EVERYTHING...
WITH THE SUPER VERSATILITY
OF THE MH-400 MATERIAL
DELIVERY UNIT AND QUICK
ATTACH OPTIONS - NO TOOLS REQUIRED
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MH-400
MATERIAL DELIVERY UNIT

TY-CROP
TURF EQUIPMENT INC.
PUBLIC GOLF FORUM
A NATIONAL BUSINESS CONFERENCE AND EXPO FOR SUPERINTENDENTS, OWNERS, MANAGERS, AND DEVELOPERS OF PUBLIC-ACCESS GOLF FACILITIES
OCTOBER 27-29, 1996
MARRIOTT'S LINCOLNSHIRE RESORT
LINCOLNSHIRE, IL

No other conference brings together the leaders of public-access golf like the Public Golf Forum

- Tap a wealth of information at conference sessions presented by an impressive list of top-notch industry speakers
- Choose from sessions on Maintenance, Development, Management, and Marketing to discover new approaches and confirm current ones during a packed schedule of educational sessions
- Compare notes with other golf industry professionals from around the country at Birds-of-a-Feather Sessions—a special event for networking
- Test and compare products and services from leading golf course suppliers at the vendor showcase—your chance to talk with key suppliers about your needs
- Convenient location in the heart of public-access golf—an easy drive or quick flight—20 minutes to Chicago's O'Hare
- Bring the whole management team. This is a great chance for everyone who makes decisions at your course to find key products and services, learn ways to increase efficiencies, cut costs, do more with less—without sacrificing quality.

FROM THE DESK OF HAL PHILLIPS
As a reader of Golf Course News, it's no secret that public-access golf courses have been the focus of a lot of attention in our pages over the past few years. The reason is simple: Your courses are growing in numbers, your facilities are expanding to meet demand and competition, and your role in the golf industry is taking on added importance.

Let's face facts. Public-access golf facilities represent 70% of the nation's course stock!

That's why Golf Course News is sponsoring the Public Golf Forum—to help you meet the business challenges you face every day. It's an educational conference but even more, a chance to connect with your peers and colleagues, exchange information, solve your problems, and meet with vendors who can help your business grow.

Circle the dates on your calendar and plan now to attend the Public Golf Forum.

Hal Phillips, Editor

Return to:
Public Golf Forum, PO Box 997, 38 Lafayette St., Yarmouth, ME 04096 or fax to: 207-846-0657

PUBLIC GOLF FORUM
Send me more information on attending the Public Golf Forum
I am interested in exhibiting at the Public Golf Forum

Name ____________________________ Title ____________________________
Company ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City ____________________________ State ____________________________ Zip ____________________________
Phone ____________________________ Fax ____________________________
If your business has something to do with the golf industry, you wouldn’t want to miss the greatest golf event in Asia, Golf Asia '97. Held in Singapore for the seventh year running, Golf Asia has established itself as the largest and most attended golf show in the region, bringing together many of the world’s leading names in the industry.

Golf Asia '96 attracted 221 exhibitors who showcased their products and services to the trade and public visitors. The event’s success was marked by a constant flow of quality attendees: more than 26,000 trade visitors, professionals, and golf enthusiasts from 35 countries. These included visitors from emerging markets like India, Vietnam and the Philippines. New business and countless leads were generated, encouraging over 70% of '96 exhibitors to confirm their participation in Golf Asia ‘97.

SEVENTH ASIA PACIFIC GOLF CONFERENCE (APGC) & EDUCATIONAL SEMINARS

The APGC, Asia’s most recognised industry forum will be held in conjunction with the exhibition. A panel of highly-qualified speakers will address the conference, focusing on a wide range of topics relevant to the Asian golf industry. A series of educational seminars conducted by the Golf Course Superintendents Association of America (GCSAA) will complement the exhibition and conference. These seminars are traditionally well attended by golf superintendents from clubs throughout the region.

Golf Asia ‘97 will continue the tradition of success of past exhibitions. Preparations are already underway to attract more visitors and participants than ever before.

To find out more about Golf Asia ‘97, mail or fax this coupon to

Golf Asia Exhibitions Pte Ltd, 6001 Beach Road,
#22-06 Golden Mile Tower, Singapore 199589.
Tel: (65) 296 6961 Fax: (65) 293 5628
Think Of It As The Swiss Army Knife Of Utility Vehicles.

The new E-Z-GO Workhorse™ does it all. Hauls plants and fertilizer. Carries sand, gravel, bales of straw, building materials. And all your tools from shovels and hoes to mowers and blowers. It comes with lots of standard features like an 11hp. 350cc engine, a 1200lb. payload capacity and an exclusive heavy duty bed liner. With options like a larger cargo bed and power dump, you can get an E-Z-GO utility vehicle that comes with just about anything — except a corkscrew. Looks sharp, too.

THE FINEST UTILITY VEHICLES IN THE WORLD.™

CIRCLE #145
For you and millions of other turf care professionals, no one
serves golf the world over quite like Jacobsen. In fact,
you'll find Jacobsen on more than 75 percent of
the world's courses. The benefit of such a far-ranging
commitment to the game is uncompromised product
quality and unparalleled product support.

You can count on Jacobsen equipment to deliver product
performance that exceeds your high standards. And you can depend
on Jacobsen mowing equipment for the highest quality of cut.

When you think golf, think Jacobsen and our full line of
turf care products. There's no single better source for
products, services and support, no
matter where in the world you are.

The Professional's Choice on Turf.